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Emma W. White.
IME OF PEACE and joy in living
Is our nation's glad Thanksgiving;
Lay aside your worldly ways,
Turn to joyus yesterdays.
When les was thot of pomp and welth
And more of the treasures, peace and helth;
Back to the ways of simple living,
Back to the old-fashiond Thanksgiving.
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(A True Story.)
Elizabeth Painter
OUTDOORS DARKNESS succeeded at last in
blotting out all traces of the first snow, and the
two children, who, with faces flat against the
windo pane, had been watching it the whole
afternoon, turnd reluctantly to the big fire in grand-
mother's fireplace.
"Please tel us a story, grandmother," begd John,
"A true story about when you were a little girl," Lizzie
added.
Grandmother counted her stitches, then laid her knitting
aside, and gazd thotfully into the fire. Finally she sed,
"Since tomorrow is Thanksgiving day, I shall tel you about
a Thanksgiving day which came in the summertime."
"A Thanksgiving day in the summertime!" the children
echod.
"Did they hav turky and pies?" John askt.
"Was it snoing?" querid Lizzie.
"I don't think that they had turky and pies and I
am sure that it was not snoing for the men were cutting
wheat on that day," grandmother anserd.
"Then, they could not hav had much of a Thanksgiving
day," said John.
"I think that it was the most thankful day in their Hves,
tho I do not think that they enjoyd it at first."
"Of course not, without turky and—
"
"Be quiet, John, so grandmother can tel us the story."
"Many, many years ago," grandmother began, "a httle
girl, namd Molly Currin, livd in the country with two
aunts, an unci, and a whol lot of colord folks. Since
she was the only white child for miles around, everybody
petted her and thot that there was nothing too good for
the little girl with her auburn curls and big brown eyes.
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On the day of our story, however, Aunt Julia and the
colord women were getting dinner for Uncle Waddy and
the men in the wheatfield, and Aunt Margaret, who was
an invalid, was reading a book; so little Molly was left to
amuse herself, which she did by taking her dols out in
the yard and playing that she, too, was getting dinner for
the harvesters.
"While she was playing, two Indians came up and spoke
to her. Not being afraid of anything, she sed. Good
morning!' Then one Indian grabd her up and started
toward the nearby mountains just as hard as he could go."
"Was she scard?"
"Did they kil her?"
"She was too afraid to call for help, even tho she had
herd that Indians never brot little children back home
when they carried them away—
"
"Did they never bring her back, grandmother?"
"Wait til I come to that, child. Aunt Margaret had
herd little Molly talking to some one and had iookt up
just in time to see the Indians run into a strip of woods
near the house. She called Aunt Julia, who rang the big
farm bell and sent two colord women to the wheatfield.
"As soon as Uncle Waddy and the men herd that Molly
had been stolen, they cut the horses from the binder and,
taking only time enuf to get guns, raced after the
Indians. If the red men had seen Uncle Waddy's men
coming a long way ofif, or if they had reacht the mountains
first, my story would hav a different ending, but, strangely
enuf, Molly's frends wer so clos befor her captors knew
it that they had to drop the child and run for their lives.
"The shock of her fall stund Molly for a while and
Uncle Waddy thot that she was dead, but she soon came
back to herself. When they took her hom that was
one of the most thankful days that the Currin family had
ever spent."
"Well," said Lizzie, with the sigh of satisfaction that
always came when grandmother told a story, "I believ
Thanksgiving days can come any day in the year even
if we don't hav turky and pies, don't you, John?"
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"Betcher life," sed John with a wise look, "I was thank-
ful that day, myself, 'cause grandmother's name was
Molly Currin, wasn't it, grandmother?"
But grandmother only smild.
n
(Sift *|itrtt of tl|0 Winh
Emma W. White
IGH AND SHRIL he playd the note
lOf Some forgotten melody,
iThen dropping to a minor key,
Like a memory far remote,
Playd it softly, playd it lo.
Then leaping high in demon glee.
Blew the notes clear, wild, and free,
And then he husht them, dying slo.
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38?ttfrst Jnrtutt^B
Mary Piper
LL RIGHT, then I'll meet you tomorrow at
nine if I can go," sed Polly, "but when you
havn't a penny to your name, it's hard to
tel what you can do a day ahed." Polly
tried to speak cheerfully as she left her little frends after
scool, but if the truth wer known, she was very much in
despair at hart. Indeed, it was enuf to make a girl of
ten feel as if she wer the most miserable person on earth.
This is the way it was. The students of the private
scool which Polly Graham and her big sister, Elizabeth,
attended, wer going on a picnic the next day, and Polly
did not hav a penny of her allowanse left to pay her car
fare. She receivd an ample allowanse each week for spend-
ing mony, but since the new confectionery shop had opend
she had askt for mony in advanse for three weeks past,
and her mother had warnd her the first of the week that
she positivly should not hav any more, that her daughter
must lern to make her allowanse last from week to week.
Aunt Frances, always redy to help Polly out of her many
difficulties, had given her a quarter that morning for the
picnic, and it had been Polly's luck to lose it.
During supper Polly was unusually quiet. Her poor
little brain was almost numb from worrying about her lost
quarter. She askt two questions during the meal.
"Mother," she said, "if somebody loses something, and
advertizes for it, do they hav to pay the person who finds
it, and does he charge anything for bringing it back?"
"No, dear," said mother, "people usually ofifer a reward,
but the finder does not charge for returning it."
Polly's interest was aroused.
"Well, then," she askt, "how much does it cost to ad-
vertize for somthing?"
"Oh, about a quarter, I guess," replied Mrs. Graham.
Folly groaned. "A whol quarter," she sighd.
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Her mother and father and big sister smild, but they askt
no questions.
After supper Mrs. Graham hustld Polly and Elizabeth
off to the library to prepare their lessons for Monday.
The matter-of-fact Polly sat at the desk and began writ-
ing her composition, but her beautiful sister, Elizabeth,
seated herself in a cozy rocker and began studying the
latest fashion book.
"We hav to rite about 'Improvements I hav Notict
About the Scool,' " said Polly. *'If it were 'What Ought
to be Improved' I could rite it." Reading aloud as she
rote, she said, "The front street has just been paved with
pavement. I notict a new map in the third grade room."
For a few minutes she was busy, but soon a faraway look
came into her eyes. Gradually her expression changed
and she began studying the blotter on the top of the desk.
"If I had a mirror I could read those words. I'll go and
get one."
Coming back with a mirror, she found she could make
out many words.
"Sister," she said, "what does a-d-o-r-able spel?"
"Adorable," Elizabeth anserd.
Polly speld another word unfamiliar to her. Sister
pronouncd it. Polly giggld. "Gee-whiz!" she exclaimd.
"What ar you doing, Polly Graham?" Elizabeth askt
looking up from her paper.
"Reading something that sounds like a love letter to
me, and it's in your riting," mischievously replied Polly.
"Now, who would ever hav thot of that? You'll be
good and not tell anybody what you'v red," she sed,
pleadingly; "you'll forget it, won't you, Polly dear?"
Polly waited a second. "Yes, I'll forget. Anybody
as hard up as I am has more serius things to think about.
Yes, lots more serius."
"Polly, would you like to go to the picnic with Tom and
me tomorrow? We ar going out in his new car."
"Would I? Well, you just bet I would," and with a
mighty whoop, she threw her arms around her sister's
neck.
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Ellen Goodwin
\^!L^HE CRIMSON AUTUMN sun was just pausing
^ J
on the rim of the distant grove of brilliant red
^^^^r and yello maples, as Miss Nora emerged from
her neat little home. She was evidently going
to market at this late hour to purchase materials for her
Thanksgiving dinner next day, because a time-worn
shopping bag dangld from one arm, while an empty
market basket hung on the crook of her other elbo. Care-
fully closing the door and locking it, she took the key out
and hid it in the box in which her favorit geranium grew.
Miss Nora then carefully closd her little red gate and
walkt briskly away down the little village street. She
did not notice three pairs of mischievous eyes in the maple
tree just over the fence; Those eyes had watcht her de-
parture with uncald-for interest, and no sooner had Miss
Nora's black bonnet faded to a safe distance, than three
dirty little boys slid down the trunk of the tree, landed
skilfully on the fence, and, with a whoop, were racing for
the geranium box. The dirtiest of the three got there
first, and in the scufifle to keep him from getting the key,
the others turnd the geranium box upside down, and the
moist black dirt crumbld and stuck all over the bruisd
leaves.
"Now jest see what you've done, Ted," exclaimd the
other two boys exultingly. But Ted didn't care. He
dug the key out of a handful of dirt and unlockt the door.
A pause of indecision followd, but lasted only a second, for
the staircase leading to Miss Nora's only upper room came
down right in front of the door, and what was more natural
than to slide down the banisters? In a moment there
was such a bumping and sliding and tumbling, that it
must certainly hav brot tears to the eyes of Miss
Nora, had she been present. This amusement did not
last long, before it awoke Miss Nora's cat, Comfort, who
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was asleep on the bed upstairs. Hearing such unusual
sounds, he came strolling leisurely down to investigate
and see what it was all about. He stopt in horror on
the landing at sight of three boys on the sacred premises
of Miss Nora, stiffly ruffld his tail to its shortest length and
bushiest bredth, archt his back until his back and front
legs toucht, and fiercely hisst at the boy who was just
in the act of sliding down. The boy was almost as much
amazd as the cat, but it took him only a moment to jump
ofT the railing and bang an insulting blow across the cat's
nose. That was too much for Comfort's dignity, and he
unbent himself and fled down the steps, around the landing
post, and back into the kitchen, where he retired under the
stove. Of course all three boys foUoed in close pursuit,
but in the twilite it was impossible for them to find Com-
fort at first. At last his green eyes wer discoverd blinking
glumly and sulkily from under the black stove. They
pokt at him with the broom, but he made no response
and maintaind a sulky, immovable dignity.
"Here, Tommy! lend me your jacket. I'll poke you
out of there, mister," said Ted, who did not wear a jacket
himself.
The jacket was quickly snatcht off and with it Ted
crawled partly under the stove to throw it over Comfort's
head, but he miscalculated his distance, and before he
knew it, he had three parallel red arcs describd across
his right cheek, and Comfort had taken refuge in the wood-
box. After this the boys decided to seek some other amuse-
ment, and seeing the pantry door half open, they directed
their steps in that interesting direction. The odor of
fresh pumpkin pie lured them in, and Comfort was left
to his own solitary reflections in the kitchen.
Having satisfactorily completed the purchase of her
dinner for the next day. Miss Nora, nearly toppling over
with the weight of her basket, turnd her face homeward.
"Ah me!" she thot as she walkt, "I wish I had someone
to carry this heavy basket for me, and to help me eat
my Thanksgiving dinner tomorrow. It used to give me
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a heap of pleasure to see Dick eat things I fixt for him,
and I really think he used to enjoy them. I wonder why
it is that brothers always hav to go and get married, and
move off to the big city, while their poor, lonesome sisters
always hav to live by themselves, and even eat dinner on
Thanksgiving day by themselves. I didn't mind it so
much once, but now I'm getting old and nervous. I
nearly always hav to look under my bed at night to see if
there is a burglar under it."
Here, Miss Nora had to break in on her lonely thots to
set the basket down and unlatch the gate. She was just
about to pick it up again, when she notict her front door
open and the geranium overturnd on the ground. Look-
ing into the halway, she saw her little work table overturnd,
and the contents of the drawer scatterd in confusion all
the way back into the kitchen. In some amazement, not
a little fright, and a great deal of anger. Miss Nora fol-
loed a skein of nitting cotton back to the kitchen.
Comfort bounded out of the wood box with a doleful
yowl of welcome, which nearly caused her to jump out of
her shoes in fright. Then she herd a hevy bump in the
pantry, then another, and then a long, scraping sound of
something hevy being dragged.
"Burglars!" thought Miss Nora as her heart gave a
ponderus thump which jerkt her toward the front door
in a hurry very inconsistent with the fatig she had
indicated a few minutes before. She burst into the kitchen
of her next neighbor and nearly upset two women who
wer seated near the door picking a turky.
"Maria! Sallie! Come and help me quickly. Burg-
lars ar in my pantry just turning it upside down!"
The two women jerkt themselves from beneath the tur-
ky and his feathers, which had nearly coverd them, and
grabbing a lamp from the shelf, a broom from the corner,
and a carving nife and rolling pin from the kitchen table,
wer led by Miss Nora, in martial array, to the scene of
disturbance.
All was silence in the pantry when they came in, and the
three women slowly, cautiously, tiptoed to the door and
peerd into the dark interior by means of the flickering
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lamplight, which streamd waveringly from the lamp Miss
Nora was holding high above her hed. At first they could
only see a confusion of apple and sugar barrels, that had
been movd from their places, and sticky preserve and jelly
jars, with their contents streakt down their sides and
trickling in uncertain little puddles on the shelf. As
their eyes became accustomd to the light, Maria and
Sallie suddenly recognizd their two sons, whose faces
were disfigurd by a warpaint of preserves, pie, and brown
sugar, and who wer now blissfully engaged in eating apples.
At the sound of the approach of their respectiv mothers,
they had retired into the innermost recesses of the dark
pantry. Each mother hauld her son out, and began to
spank, as only bad boys' mothers kno how to spank.
Miss Nora and the little boy with the scratches on his
face stood and gazd awkwardly at each other. He lookt
puzzld and a little bit hurt.
"Why'n't you spank me? I ain't got anybody else to
do it," he suggested.
Suddenly Miss Nora seemd to think of something.
"You'r that little orphan boy the postmaster was telling
me about, arn'tyou? He said he wanted a hom for you."
The other women had disappeard with their shamefacd
sons, and Miss Nora was alone with Ted.
"Where ar you going to stay tonight?" she askt uneasily.
"I dunno," Ted replied carelessly, looking the while at
an empty pie plate on the floor,
"Well, how would you like to stay here with me all the
time and be my Thanksgiving present?" askt Miss Nora,
doutfully.
"Ar you going to hav any more pumkin pies tomorrow?"
"Well, yes, I guess so."
"All right then," said Ted, condesendingly, "'cause
you don't spank folks for eatin' 'em."
And the next day Miss Nora had an appreciativ and
enthusiastic partaker of her Thanksgiving dinner.
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V^-^D
QIl|ankB0ttitn$ lag
Moffett E. Willard
HANKSGIVING DAY is coming fast,
|The turky little knos
How soon he'll grace our table
—
Each day he prouder grows.
The darky's banjo's humming
In quite a joyous way,
For he has corn and bacon
To celebrate the day.
As Thanksgiving day draws nearer
Each hart is light and gay.
And each is truly thankful
For Thanksgiving day.
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Mary Belle Frantz
y^^^HE BRISK LITTLE FIRE burnd merrily in
^ j the crooked grate, sending its bright flames
^^^^/ leaping upward and putting into their warm
harts all the lovly colors it could conceive, for
was it not a Thanksgiving fire and had it not to be the best
and brightest fire there ever was for it was the only light
in that bare little room. So it purd away happily,
letting its lite glance hurriedly into the dark corners,
pausing here and there to see if it mightn't find somthing
it could show to better advantage, til finally with a little
sputter of surprise it let its brightness fall about the forlorn
little figure croucht wearily on the harth. A defiant
little face lookt strait back at the fire and with a shockt
little squeak of astonishment it sent out its brightest flames
to try and throw some color into the white cheeks, but the
face never changed from its set, hard look and the great
sad eyes only grew darker as the brightness brot out the
dark circles beneath them. The fire fairly crackled in
distress, and looking about for resources, cast a red light into
the beady, black eyes of an impish looking terrier encircled
by a thin little arm.
"Poor dog," snapt the fire, "but it must be done! She
is thinking about herself and how sad she is and I must
do somthing to change those thots!" and forthwith it
gave a great lurch and threw a burning coal right out upon
the back of the little dog.
A yowl of anguish went up from the terrified martyr,
and jerking the coal back in the ashes the thin little arm
carefully lifted the trembling dog into her lap and with
many endearments rockt him up and down in her arms.
Then the dark hair mingled with the ragged gray curls
on the ruf little back and the tears flowd freely.
"Much better! much better," sang the little fire softly.
"Those tears wil wash away sorro. Then ther'l be joy
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tomorro. Yes, tomorro, no more sorro, joy tomorro
no sorro tomorro," sang the fire in an extasy of joy
until the hed was lifted and a pair of dark eyes surveyd it in
surprise as the forlorn little figur edged away from its
warmth. The little fire, however, was not to be rebuft,
but snapt and sparkld and made little rainbows in the
shining teardrops and did its Thanksgiving best to bring
a curv back to those drooping lips, but the curv would not
come, so the impulsive little fire, saddend by this failure, set-
tld itself to think out a better plan and, wrapt in a soft
purple haze, fel into a deep reverie.
The little fire was quite right. Jean Doret was thinking
of her own unhappy little self and as each new thot of self-
pity pourd into her aching hed more bright drops would
chase themselvs down her pale face and off her round
little chin until there was quite a damp spot right on top of
Pierrot's hard little hed. But she simply must stop.
Dumping the astonisht and indignant Pierrot on the warm
harth, shewalkt back and forth, pouring some water from
the chipt old pitcher, washt her hot face and dryd her eyes.
"There!" she said, "he shal not kno I had to send for
him. How could I have been so weak? Alas! that I
should ever hav cheapend myself so as to rite him to
come. What shall I do? Oh! that I had time to rite
again. How could I hav ritten. I should hav starvd
first. I wish I might run away, but that would not be
right after making him come this long journey. I shall just
tel him I was very il when I sent for him and that it is
all a mistake that I rote. That wil be hard but it must
be done."
She sank to the harth in sheer weakness. A new thot had
come to her. It seemd only another thing to hurt, and oh!
how it did hurt! Suppose he had come, oh, if he had come.
He would hav if he had lovd her. He would have come
without her message. Yet he had sworn he lovd her with
all his hart and she hadn't trusted him. What was love
anyway?
A footfall sounded on the creaky stair. Pierrot sprang
up with a low growl and Jean, rising to her feet and trying to
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stedy herself, lookt blankly at the door, which now trembld
beneath the hevy nock. Gathering all her wil power
for the hard thing she must do, she opend the door.
"Jean, Jean, my Httle love!"
She would hav been in the strong man's arms but,
mistaking the great tenderness in his voice for pity, she
fled to the other side of the harth and seizing the enragd
Pierrot by the collar, faced Francois resolutely.
*"Tis a hard thing to hav made you come this long way,
Francois, for the fancies of a delirious girl. Oh! Francois,
forgiv me, I was il and knew not what I was doing!"
"Dear hart, I hav forgiven you long since. It is I who
askt forgiveness long ago. I should have known you lovd
me but now—I could bear it no longer—Come, there shal
be no more parting."
The man had her in his arms, but the awful misery of
Jean's bitter soul rose to her lips in a torrent of words.
"Yes, I lovd you, I did, I did. And now you come to
giv me what you call love. You never lovd me
—
you never
could. You don't know what love is. I know what it is.
If you had lovd me you would hav come. Her words
ended in a paroxysm of coffing.
The face of Francois whitened with terror as he held the
shaking girl close. His mind seemed num. He dared
not leave her to get a fysician—and yet she was delirious
and must have aid and quickly. Why hadn't she sent?
Why hadn't he come before? She had forbidden him ever
to come near her again but he might hav known, and now it
was too late. Jean surrenderd as she saw the terror in his
face.
"Ah, Francois," she cried, "you mistake me. I'm not de-
lirious. I know you love me, but I—Francois—I couldn't
help it. If you had only come."
A loud nock drownd her voice. She went to the
door in bewilderment. "A letter," she said. "A letter for
Jean Doret. I kno of no one who would rite me."
Together they knelt on the harth and he held the letter
near the glowing coals. There it was! "M. Francois
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Dulais"—and stampt in big startling blue letters across
the shaky address was, "Misscnt—Returnd to sender."**********
The little fire woke with a start as it felt itself vigorously
poked by a strong hand. It smoked indignantly and shut
itself up in utter darkness. A little whine sounded close
by, then a clear silver laf. The fire hastily sent out a
little flame to investigate and then at the sight that greeted
its bright eye it burst into dancing, leaping light. Two
happy faces lookt back into its brightness. Its rosy
light fell on the alert hed of Pierrot looking eagerly into
Jean's face. It pausd inquiringly on the strong, calm
face of Francois and then rested lovingly on Jean's own
and this time the mouth curvd up and the dark eyes
sparkled.
"My!" snapt the fire as it danst merrily. "I must
not go to sleep again. What a terrible dream I had!"
JttJimn Summer
Emma W. White
©HRU the warm dim hazeOf the Indian Summer days,Dreamily we careless waste
All its beauty; too swift it hastes
To leave insted, bleak, cold, and drear
The winter season of the year.
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Catherine Hill
'OST STORIES begin with "Once upon a time,"
but to be a little more specific I'll say ' two years
ago." It was in one of our big schools. Most of
the old and new girls had each got to that stage
of acquaintance when they wer "just crazy" about each
other.
Enuf to say that the old girl alredy enrolled in her club,
society, or sorority was "ded set" on persuading her newly
acquird "frend" to allow her to make the choice for her
in deciding which she would join. And the other mem-
bers thot they had better try to do some persuading too,
for it was quite evident that one of their faithful workers
would hav no hart to do anything for the remainder of the
year should her frend not be with her.
Very unfortunately, there wer fewer new girls than old
ones, and the consequences were that some of the former
wer "bones of contention." Poor innocents! Some wisht
they had never come to school, others gloried in it, and stil
others dreamily wisht they had been born twins or triplets
so they might be abl to accept all that was urged upon them.
Annette Greyson was one of the luckless girls. Jane,
who was from her own town, would want her to join the
ABC Club, for she had almost as good as sed it, and
Bess, the sister of a young man she had met the summer
before, had shown plainly enuf that she wanted her for the
X Y Z, and a dear girl, Sarah, whom she had met the
first day at school and who had bin so very nice to her
ever since, would have a rite to expect her to join her club
should she ask her. What should she do! She couldn't
think, so she sought among her books to find something to
study, and her fingers fell upon the little book on lip-reading
she had worked over so much the previous year in teaching
it to their cook's little deaf boy at home. Happy days!
She put this down and tried to force herself to study
her history, but with the music from two pianos floating
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up thru her windows she could do little. "Redwing" and
"Swanee River" both wer favorite songs of hers but
together they wer not very conducive to study. So she
sought a quiet nook in the library. Two hours later Bess
found her there and dragged her out, saying her brother
had just wired her to be at the station as he was going to
pass thru and couldn't stop over.
Two hours of real study had freshend Annette up
remarkably. There is a certain joy in feeling that you kno
your lesson for tomorro, especially when you'r not in
the habit of knoing it. They reacht the station just
as the train came in, and Annette, a very observant girl,
struck by the appearance of things, soon discoverd that
a film for a moving-picture play was being made here and
the incoming train had its part to play in the scene. One
of the actors had jumpt on the back end of the car before
the train stopt and was now rushing out past Bess's broth-
er. So taken was she with the novelty of what was going
on about her that she did not see Fred at first and Bess
had alredy spoken to him and was calling to her before she
saw him.
How delited he was to see her! And yet wasn't it a
bit forct? He seemd to be trying so hard to please her
in every way that he quite overdid it. That wasn't like
Fred. But then she musn't be too hard on the poor boy.
Probably he was embarrast. The train puld out and
the two girls hurried happily back to the scool for supper.
But Annette was not to be left in her happy mood long.
By the dining room door stood Jane, hatted and cloakt
and seemingly in her darkest mood, and she greeted Annette
with 'Where on erth hav you been all afternoon? I'v
looked all over creation for you!" Annette knew her face
had shown that she had forgotten all about the engagement
she had had with Jane to go to the movies and she knew
it was all up between them now for Jane would never hav
forgotten a thing like that and thot it almost a crime for
anyone else to do so. Jane, with a toss of her head and a
don't-care look at Bess, walked ahed into the dining room,
Bess and Annette following.
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"Well, I guess she won't bother about me any more now,
but I just couldn't help it," sighd Annette.
"Oh, she'll be all right again after a while," Bess consold.
But Annette was right. Jane decided to let her alone
after that. Annette was sorry not to be on good terms with
Jane, but it wasn't her fault and now she wouldn't hav to
worry about hurting anyone's feeHng should she turn down
the ABC Club—she wouldn't be invited. Stil she was
puzzled about the other two.
The next day a big box of candy came for Annette, and
soon after, some books, and she grew more and more in
favor of Bess's club. When three weeks had past since
their visit to the station she had fully made up her mind
to accept Bess's club.
As she sat thinking, Bess cald her, saying it was time to
go to the picture show, and away they went.
To Bess there seernd to be nothing extraordinary in
the pictures on this particular afternoon until Annette
gript her arm and pointed out the famihar scene. An-
nette had hardly taken her seat before she recognized her
characters, and as the man was springing from the train
she looked to see—not the actor but Fred—and yes, what
was he saying? She red as his lips movd. "Sure I'll
do all I can, of course you want to get her." And then as
she saw herself coming towards them, "I'll send her some
candy, flowers or something—Why, Hello!"
Her hands dropt in her lap and a wave of resentment
swept over her. She now understood what the candy,
books and flowers ment. She had been foold.
Bess did not notis the change in Annette until she got
out on the street and was baffled in every attempt to find
the cause. That night was the night and Annette accepted
Sarah's club. Neither Bess nor Annette slept that night.
Bess rackt her brain to try to remember what she had said
or done to change Annette, and Annette wisht that she
hadn't been so hasty after all for Bess was the best frend
she had. So next morning there was an explanation and
not even clubs could part them. And what made Annette
happier than all else was that the flowers and books kept
goming.
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A itfitipr^nt 3tixm of Olotttrnl Nrr?fiaarg for
%\^\\ g>r00l Jpu^rtlH
Ma^y Nanny
XN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND why there shouldbe a different form of control necessary for high
school pupils it is imperative that we should
kno some of the peculiar needs and character-
istics of the adolescent child.
Let us consider for a few moments some of these needs
and characteristics. It is the period of rapid growth,
mentally, physically, and morally. Strong interests arise,
imagination is activ. It is a period of hero worship, a
yerning for something that they do not possess. Social
instincts ar developing very rapidly. There is a markt in-
clination to seek frends and companions often older than
themselves, a desire for sympathy. Great emotional en-
thusiasm is manifested at this period, especially noticable in
love affairs and religion. The changes are so great at this
period that it seems almost a new birth of ideas, feelings,
and actions. G. Stanley Hall says "that the period of
adolescence is the golden age of life." There are many
opportunities for helping the pupils at this plastic stage
if only the right center of interest can be found and ap-
proachd in such a manner as to give the necessary stimulus.
At no time is there greater response to everything around
them than at this period. At least there is an inward
response, but oftentimes a lack of ability to express it.
Hall says "that the child can be taught something about
everything you know to teach him." So strike while the
iron is hot, but do not let it remain too long, for the flame
can be extinguisht.
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There must be on the part of the teacher a sympathetic
attitude, a feeHng of co-operation between pupil and teacher.
The child likes to look on the teacher not as a teacher but
rather as a leader and frend. The attitude of faith and
confidence in pupils is also very essential. There must be
an appeal to honor rather than control by means of rigid
rules and harsh commands. The boys and girls like
to be treated as young ladies and gentlemen. Those who
ar treated thus respond nobly. A very striking illustra-
tion of the strong personality of teacher and the right
form of appeal to pupils is seen in the following example
:
A young girl of a very refined and gentle nature possessing
a very strong character accepted the position to teach in
a school where much trouble was given by a few pupils.
There could scarcely be found a teacher who would under-
take the work. Yet there was this young girl who was
going to attempt it. She went in with the determination
to win out if possible. For the first few days the disciplin
was very bad. She reprovd them in a tactful way and
remaind so calm and self-controld, sometimes appar-
ently overlooking their conduct, that the children could
not help taking notice of the different form of procedure.
This young girl made each pupil feel that she was his frend
and helper rather than scool teacher as they looked on
the term. Little by little she won the good will of each
child and needless to say that in a few months the scool
was entirely transformd. Why? Simply because this
girl had understood some of the peculiar needs and character-
istics of the adolescent period.
Disciplin must be sympathetic and not mecanical.
Teachers who are fine disciplinarians in other grades often
fail utterly in the high scool, because they think the same
mecanical device of control can be used here and wil
produce similar effects, but to their disappointment it wil
not work. We hav to confront the question why so many
pupils drop out of scool during the high scool years.
A part of the anser can be found in the form of control
used in scool. Enuf attention is not paid to the cares
and needs of the individual child, Teachers fail to find
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out the good qualities of the pupils, consequently they ar
not encouragd to do the best of which they ar capable. Al
thru the scool work ar excellent opportunities for developing
the best qualities found in the pupils.
OlnttsiiUJiatfb Sural ^\^^ &raolfi
Catherine Hill
^OME consolidated scools offer no opportunities
beyond the grammar grades, but the typical
consolidated rural scool—and this is the one
we wish to think of today—offers one, two, three
or four years of high scool work.
The consolidation of several one- or two-room rural scools
into one large scool was first made practical use of in
Massachusetts between 1865 and 1869. William L. Eaton,
of Concord township, is noted as being the first man who
not only had theories about what was best to be done, but
had the moving power to get the people to make a trial of
consolidation. It workt. And as proof of its recognizd
value, ever since it has been—at first very gradually and
in later years very rapidly
—
gaining a strong hold on the
people and especially the promoters of education.
Its object, to make it possible for scools to be run more
economically and efficiently, was and is plausible enuf.
At first thot we may not consider it more economical.
What with larger, better ventilated, heated, and lighted
buildings, more and better trained, therefore better paid,
teachers, better equipment in all departments, and a wagon
or wagons to carry the children who liv too far away from
scool to walk—what with all of these things becoming
necessary for the consolidated scool which wer not
thot of in the small scool, it would seem that it costs
more. But let us remember, on the other hand, that the
four or five small scools which existed before no longer
have to be supported and the cost of supporting the one
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scool over the cost of supporting the number of small
scools is nothing as compared with the real benefit
derived from the one over that derived from the number
by the children. The very things we enumerated as in-
creasing the cost ar the things which pay best in the long
run. Everyone likes to get good things at as little cost as
possible but no one likes cheap stuff. It doesn't pay.
When we come to the question of efficiency, I think there
can be no doubt as to the fact that the consolidated scool is
more efficient than the one- or two-room scool. Among the
things not only made possible but which ar usually had
where there is a consolidated school, ar a well arrangd
course of study made up of subjects interesting to the
rural child, many games which could not be played at the
small scool on account of the number attending, and
larger and more regular attendance.
Comparatively few of the children in the cuntry get
more scool advantages after completing the course at
the rural scool. Therefore these advantages mean very
much indeed to the cuntry boy and girl. They no longer
hav to flounder about studying the same text books from
year to year under the guidance of inefficient teachers
until they gro so old and large they ar ashamed to go to
scool with the younger pupils and, having lerned very
little, stop going to scool at all. Where there is a consoli-
dated scool the pupils kno that if they do creditably the
work they ar doing they wil not hav to repeat it the
next year. They hav something before them towards
which to work—the completion of the course and the
diploma.
The girl and boy who hav reacht the high scool ar
the ones most benefitted by the consolidation of rural
scools. They ar the ones who enjoy and ar able to
take hold of the things made possible by it, such as domestic
science, shop work, gardening, athletics, the organization
of and keeping alive debating and literary societies, corn
clubs, and many other things. It is much better for the
cuntry child to attend a good rural high scool or graded
scool which includes high scool work than for the child
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to attend any boarding or public high scool in a town or
city; first, because the child is not taken from under
home influences at such an early age, and second, because
the rural scool looks after the interests of the cuntry
boy and girl, making them interested in agriculture and
farm life, while the town or city scool has to look after its
own interests, necessarily neglecting those of the few cun-
try children attending it. Then there is the added ad-
vantage of living in the cuntry all the while.
In looking over the course of study of a very successful
consolidated rural scool it was interesting to note that
there was nothing in it which the rural child does not
need in which a real interest could not be arousd.
The older boys and girls ar not going to be willing to
be kept at home in the fall and spring, and any other time
they can be of assistance to do the farm work, while the
yunger ones go to scool, for the older ones hav a def-
init place to fil as wel as the yunger ones. When they
hav finisht the work in this scool some wil go to college
or a higher scool but the majority wil not. But those
who remain at home ar so much better prepared for life
that we cannot look about us and say consolidation costs
too much.
But cost is not the only objection, in fact, that is no
objection at all. Bad roads and widely scattered popula-
tion ar the real obstacles in the way. Where both of these
ar combined it would be almost impossible and certainly
impracticable to attempt anything of the kind. The one-
room scool stil has its place in the cuntry and some
writers say it always wil have, but the problem of today
is to see that, for the advancment of cuntry life, one-
room scools shal not exist where consolidated scools can
be established.
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A THANKSGIVING DAY
Grandma Dobbins stood at her front door and watcht
little Dobbins and middl-sizd Dobbins and big Dobbins, in
fact three generations of Dobbins, pour in the gate and up
the walk. However, it must be sed that the big Dobbins
poured in in a much more stately manner than did the
yung ones, who dasht up the walk to see who could reach
Granny Dobbins first. In the wild rush poor little grandma
was nearly upset, but the girls came to her rescue, and re-
arranged the tumbld hair and smoothd out her new dress.
Everybody talkt and laft at once, til al Granny Dob-
bins wrinkles seemd like so many smiles, as she led the
way into the big living room, where a big bright fire was
crackling and shooting sparks outward and upward.
It was cold outside, and as many Dobbins as could squeezd
into the circle around the fire, with red fingers, big and little,
stretcht out toward the flames.
The brightness of the fire was reflected on the merry
faces around it—on the older ones lafing and joking
together, recalling old times; on the little ones, romping
together, each trying to shove the other away from the fire.
The gong finally sounded, announcing the Thanksgiving
dinner, and the crowd troopt to the dining room. A few
minutes later, a man, carrying a traveling bag, came up
the walk onto the porch and, without knocking, walkt in
the front door. He stept into the living room, dropt his
bag, and glanct around. He saw signs of recent occupansy.
from cushions scattered about, chairs drawn up near the
fire, a boy's cap in one corner, and an overturned rocker.
He listend, and from below came the sound of voices and
lafter and the clattering of nives and forks agenst
dishes.
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In a few seconds more he was entering the dining room.
He had barely gotten inside when nives wer dropt,
glasses overturnd, chairs shoved this way and that, as
the whole Dobbins family jumpt and ran from the table
with shouts and cries of "Uncle Billy! Uncle Billy!"
In fact, Uncle Billy was surrounded by a family mob,
who were nearly squeezing him to a pulp, and asking all
sorts and kinds of questions.
Finally Granny Dobbins managed to loose him from his
close quarters and conducted him to a seat at the table.
There were a few minutes of silence while Uncle Billy gave
a second thanksgiving, then the whole Dobbins famly
went to work with renewd vigor upon the turky and other
attributes of a real Thanksgiving dinner.
Frances Stover.
A THANKSGIVING DINNER AT GRANDMOTHER'S
One Thanksgiving morning Grandmother Nuckols, in
a crisp white apron and cap, was walking briskly around
putting the finishing touches to her Thanksgiving dinner.
She stept to the pantry door to see if all was redy. She
was well pleasd with the sight that greeted her eyes.
On the lower shelves were rows of pies—crisp, brown
mince pies, golden yellow custard and cream pies. On the
next shelf were cakes. One was a great pound cake that
lookt like a mound of snow. Another was a rich choco-
late, while layer cakes completed the list. On the top shelf
were several large old cut-glass dishes. They were full
of luscious red apples, offset by large, yellow pears and
purpl grapes.
When she saw that nothing more needed attention she
turnd to the kitchen. On the table were rows of dishes,
filld with beans, potatoes, yellow yams, beautiful red
tomatos, and cranberry sauce. In the stove was roasting
a huge turky, which grandfather had been fattening for
weeks, and by its side were pans of beaten biscuits such
as only Grandmother Nuckols could make.
After she had seen that all was in rediness, and had
taken a last peep at the dining table, she herd the "honk"
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of an automobile and voices calling her. She hurried
to the door and met her oldest daughter and the children.
While they were getting out of their wraps the other chil-
dren arrived; and what a clatter! It had been many a day
since the old house had seen such a merry company. Shouts
of lafter, the patter of feet and shrieks of joy from the
children, who had gotten a peep into the kitchen and pantry,
brought tears of happiness to their grandmother's eyes.
It was time to gather around the hospitable bord.
The table fairly groaned with the good things heapt
upon it. Grandfather sat at the hed and grandmother
at the foot, while down the long sides were children and
grandchildren. Grandmother nodded to grandfather and
the mothers whispered "hush" to the children. Grand-
father's voice was a bit tremulous as he thankt his Heavenly
Father for His good gifts, and as soon as the "Amen" was
sed there was a great clatter of knives and forks and the
Thanksgiving dinner had begun in good ernest.
Florence Middleton.
A THANKSGIVING DINNER
"Only one more hour and then it will be time to eat,"
said Polly to her two small brothers who sat beside her on
the floor in front of the big fireplace shelling corn for
popping.
Polly and her brother were at their grandmother's. They
were in the kitchen, which was a jolly place just now.
Aunt Mary, the old negro mammy, was wadling around
in her glory, preparing the wonderful Thanksgiving dinner.
One could smel all kinds of spices from the minse pies and
plum pudding, and the big turky was alredy browning
in the oven.
Just as the last ear of corn was finisht Polly's big brother
bounded into the room with a mighty whoop, announsing
the arrival of the rest of the aunts, uncles, and cousins.
Regardless of the icy air everybody ran out on the front
porch to welcome them. Right in the midst of the greetings
Aunt Mary calld for them to "hustl alon" as dinner
would soon be redy.
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It took a long time to get everything on the tabl, or so
it seemd to the grandchildren. All helpt, and soon every-
body was seated around the well-filled tabl.
Just as Uncle Will finisht saying grace, sounds of horses'
hoofs were herd on the hard, frozen ground. Everybody
waited as if they had been toucht by a magic wand, and
in a moment the door flew open and there stood the youngest
son. Bob, who had sed he would be too busy in the city to
come home for Thanksgiving.
Such excitement you hav never seen, and the tabl was
almost upset in the efforts to welcome him. Aunt Mary's
face, exprest joy, astonishment, and wonder; the white of
her eyes showd plainer than ever; her mouth flew open, and
as her hands relaxt she let the bowl of delicious gravy fall
in a splash on the floor.
"I just had to come, mother," said Uncle Bob. I
couldn't miss this, so I dropt everything and came. Ar
you really glad to see me?"
Then there was some time spent in assuring Uncle Bob
of the fact.
Little Polly was last, but when Uncle caught her into
his arms and told her what a big girl she had grown to be
she squeezd his neck and said, "Arn't you glad you got
here in time to eat turky?" Mary Piper.
THANKSGIVING DAY
Outside all was cold and thretening, yet grandpa and
grandma were supremely happy. At last the reunion was
complete. Sons, daughters, uncles, aunts, grandchildren
nieces and nephews were all there.
After the first bustl of arrival was over, they all gatherd
in the large, old-fashioned sitting room. Here the older
people chatted, while the children rompt, popt corn
over the glowing embers, and distributed nuts, appls and
candies to everyone. Each and everyone was trying to
talk at once, anxious to relate the various things that had
happened since they had last met.
Later, dinner was announct, and the children made a
dive for the dining room. Oh, that dinner—the tabl fairly
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groand beneath its weight of good things to eat—turky,
cranberry sauce, all kind of vegetables and meats, with
grandma's good home-made bred and golden butter.
Everybody laft, talkt and ate, declaring that they
couldn't eat another mouthful; then when the cakes, pies,
and sweets were brought in they began to eat as hartily
as ever.
By this time several of the children had fallen asleep and
were carried in and put to sleep on grandma's big, billowy
fether bed. Here they stayd until they day began to wane,
then they were awakend to be wrapt in hoods and cloaks
to join the crowd that was returning to the city.
The grandparents were kept busy kissing all goodbye
and tucking good things to eat in the children's pockets,
until the carriages rolld up to take them to the station.
As the last carriage past out of sight, grandma heavd a
long sigh, but it was a happy one. Olivia Simmons.
A SKETCH
It was Thanksgiving day, and the morning dawnd
chilly and dark. The sky was overshadoed by a thick
mas of gray clouds, and the sun did not make its appearance
at all. Soon after daybrak it began to sno, and the
soft, white flakes fel "slowly in silent syllabls recorded" all
day until about six o'clock that evening. The erth was
clothd in a lovly mantle of white. Soon the ful moon with
all of its coldness and brightness rose over the tops of the
sno-coverd mountains, and the great hills and valleys
all around lookt like huge measures of dimonds glittering
in the soft suthern moonlight. The stately trees with
their branches drooping with sno reminded one of ghostly
beings against the dark sky. The golden stars began to
blossom out one by one, to set their watch for the night.
The river could be seen in the distance flashing in the mello
moonlight, as it glided thru the valley and went rolling
off to the mighty waters. Everything was stil and calm,
except occasionally a sheperd dog's bark was herd and a
cowbel as the owner nibbled her hay. The whole erth was
as lovly as a fairies' glade, and all nature blended harmoni-
usly. —Jessie P. Dugger.
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MY FIRST DAY AT THE SEASHORE
I arrived at the seashore about eight o'clock in the
evening and I was so tired that I went to bed early. I awoke
about seven o'clock the next morning. The first thing
I herd was the constant dash of the waves. I jumpt out
of bed and ran to the window and then for the first time
I saw the Atlantic Ocean. As far as I could see, the ocean
was white with the waves. I drest in my bathing suit
and went down to the seashore. I felt strange at
first, but I soon got used to it. When I first went into the
water I felt a little scared. After I had been in the water
about five minutes my uncle duckt me under. I opend
my mouth to call for help and got strangld with the briny
water. This was not very pleasant When the time came
for us to get out of the water, I did not want to get out
because the salty water made me feel so clean and refresht.
The first thing after breakfast we went out to take some
pictures of the large sand hills. The sand was so white
and clean-looking that I felt like bringing some home and
putting it in our red and black roads.
After dinner I went out rowing. The ocean lookt so
pretty, with the large sail-boats, small sail-boats, canoes,
launches, and row-boats on it. We could see also steam-
ships about a quarter of a mile from us. When we rowd
back to shore we went out crabbing. We caught about a
gallon of crabs.
After eating a large supper I went to see the seine hauld.
About twenty-five men went out into the water and hauld
the seine in. They lighted a torch and then shoved the
fish from the seine into a large row-boat with blocks of ice
in it. There were many different kinds of fish in the boat.
The gills and colord places on the fish -shone like rainbos.
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I felt like I had lernd more that day than any other
day in my life. Martha Armstrong.
HER FIRST DAY AT SCOOL
The large, fat teacher strode into the little office where
Biddie sat with her chubby little hands full of books and
slates, rather excited over going to scool.
"And what is your name, little girl?"
"Bid is my name," sed the little girl.
"Bid what?" askt the teacher.
"Well, all I know is jes Bid, 'cause everybody calls
me that."
"Havn't you a last name at all?"
"Oh! Yes'm, my name is Smif," sed Biddie, moving
back a little farther, because she had always herd that
teachers would whip little children if they did not do ex-
actly right.
"Well, well, you are such a little girl to be going to scool!
How old ar you?" askt the teacher.
"I 'o know," was Biddie's reply.
"Well, then, suppose you go unto this room with these
little girls, and I will go around soon and see your mother,
and find out your age," sed the teacher taking Biddie's
little fat hand and leading her to the room.
Biddie had never been to scool before; so she felt rather
embarrassed. The little children were spelling "rat" and
"cat." Biddie did not know at all what they were doing;
but she sat up very straight, with her eyes on the blackbord
trying to catch everything the teacher said, for she was
very anxious to lern.
In a little while the teacher raised her pointer and pointed
it right at Biddie and called on her to come to the bord and
write "rat." Biddie was surprisd at her calling on her,
but she very obediently went to the bord and stood there,
not knowing at all how to write it.
"Now, little girl, how many letters are there in 'rat?'"
askt the teacher.
Biddie did not say a word, for she knew all of the children
would tease her for not knoing. So she stood still with
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her curly little yellow hed hung down and her finger in
her mouth.
"Don't you know that? Well, look here, count these,
one, two, three. Do you see now?" askt the teacher.
"I think I does," answered Biddie, half crying, for the
children had begun lafing by now.
The door opened then and the big, fat teacher came in
and askt how Biddie was getting on. The other teacher
went over to the big, fat teacher and whisperd something
to her which Biddie did not hear. The children turnd
around and looked at Biddie and began to point their
fingers at her and laf. Little Biddie could stand it no
longer; her head went down on her desk and she sobd
bitterly. Soon the teacher came around and took her out
of the room.
"Don't cry, little girl," sed the big teacher, "I am going
to take you home now to your mamma. I think you are
too small to go to scool. By next year you will be a great
big girl and you can come to scool and lern to spell 'rat'
and a lot of other things." Mattie Leigh Fretwell.
A DESCRIPTION OF A HALLOWE'EN PARTY
"Ding-dong, ding-dong!" rang out the two-fifteen bell.
But no history today—instead, a Namraj Hallowe'en
party! These were my first thots.
Into a large, weird, ghost -haunted room we went, lited
only by the grinning and glaring of jack-'o-lanterns and
the flaring flames of the candles. So dismal and ghost-
like it was that it seemd only a hobgoblin's lodging.
But these things lent new charm to the dancers and to
the fantastic tones of the music. Then one of the girls,
in a clear, sweet voice, sang "A Perfect Day."
After this an old witch appeard on the scene, who opend
the pages of our future and reveald to us our destinies.
Then the old witch red us a story about ghosts, hob-
goblins, and spirits, and Tam O'Shanter's experience with
them.
But soon, tired of these amusements, we wonderd what
the next thing would be, when, lo and behold! in came
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John Brown's band of ghosts, bringing refereshments.
Imagine our feehngs! And with the toasting of marsh-
mallows and bobbing for apples the party ended.
Ethel Foster.
A LIVING ROOM ON A WINTER'S NIGHT
A roaring, crackling fire sent forth from the huge old
fireplace a glow of warmth upon those seated around it, and
suffusd a mellow light thru the room. The shadows
darted back and forth upon the walls, and the old family
portraits and various other pictures were brought into
relief now and again by the flickering light from the flames.
In one corner sat mother with her sewing, on the other
father dozd over the evening paper, and between them,
laughing, chattering and shelling beans, sat the children.
Sitting beside mother in her small rocking chair was baby
sister, singing a lullaby to her doll, while among the bean
hulls on the hearth the family cat sat dozing.
Ava Marshall.
FRISK
I saw such a funny little yellow dog the other day. He
friskd up to me and barkd as if trying to say, "How do
you do?" Then he ran around and around me, barking
and jumping with delight, and finally growing tired of his
sport, he sat down before me, wrinkled up his funny little
black nose, stuck up his small pointed ears, and grinnd.
He was so tiny, being only about a foot long, and he lookt
so very funny and wise that I had to laf. And all the
time he was wagging his short little tail in such a manner
that his whole body wriggld. Ava Marshall.
MY FIRST DAY AT SCOOL
I never was so proud in my life! Just the thot of going
to scool thrilld me thru and thru. Mother had told me
how to behave—to sit up and fold my hands on my desk,
and above all things not to talk. I promist at once that I
would do all of these things.
My little pink dress was carefully put on me and mother
curld my hair and put a big pink bow right on top.
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As I went to scool I was almost afraid to walk for fear
I would shake out a curl or get a soild spot on my dress.
Mother went with me to scool. At first I was afraid
to enter the scool room because the teacher lookt so stern
and strict standing up before the class in her plain black
dress, which made the room look more dismal than it
otherwise would; but, after mother had promist to watch
me and not leave until I was ready to go I walkt silently
over to my seat.
The teacher smiled at me and then kept on with the les-
son. A great big curvd mark was put on the bord and
the teacher, sed in a stern voice, "Children, what letter
is this?" I knew that it was "C" because I had been taught
the alphabet at home, but I did not say a word because I
remembered mother's words, "Above all things do not
speak a worcj!" After a minute of silence the teacher sed,
"Catherine, can you tell me what letter this is?" I did
not say a word for I remembered that I was not to talk.
"Catherine, can you tell me what letter this is?"
No answer.
"Catherine, can you tell me what letter this is?"
I sed not a word. After a minute the teacher, looking
straight at me, walkt over to my desk and in a kind voice,
said, "Catherine, can you speak?"
At this I began to cry and would not stop until mother
took me outdoors, and I cried and cried and in a broken
voice I sed, "Y
—
you told me n—not to sp—speak and
I tr—tried to be so—so g
—
good." Ida Lee Gray.
A DESCRIPTION OF A LITTLE BOY
His sparkling brown eyes and black eyebrows made such
a contrast with his white hair, that he scarcely lookt real.
The dimple in his chin was very noticeable, and those around
his mouth added greatly to his happy smiles. His little
teeth wer decayd from eating candy and "nanas" as he
cald them. His little white suit fitted him snugly, and he
was forever putting his hands into the pockets, which seemd
to amuse him. His little chubby legs wer followd by
fat feet which wer hid in little tan sandals.
—Catherine Armstrong.
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* * lExrljattg^H
Last month we sed that it was our purpose to folio
the same plan as adoptd last year, considering one type of
literature each month. Since then we hav decided on a
more original plan. Until the present time the editors
hav been familiar with only their departments. From
now on every month the editors of the different depart-
ments wil exchange places with each other. For instance,
this month the business manager wil act as exchange
editor, criticizing the advertisements in the different
magazines, while the exchange editor wil act as business
manager for that time. In this way every editor wil
become familiar with the business of all the departments.
The first number on the exchange shelf this month is
the Mary Baldwin Miscellany. Your ads, while very few,
ar good looking and most of them ad to the artistic attrac-
tiveness of your magazine. I like especially the long narro
half page ads, also the two narrow quarter page ones
running from top to bottom. When glanct at, these give
the appearance of one ad and keep the page from having
a cut-up appearance. However I think you make a mistake
by placing the broad quarter page ads on the opposite
page. It makes the magazine lack uniformity in appear-
ance. You are certainly to be congratulated upon your
student body support if you can maintain such a creditable
magazine with so few ads.
The business manager of the Furman Echo must certainly
be a capable person and a hard worker, if one can judge
by the ads in this magazine ; also you must certainly hav the
harty support of the business men of your town, without
yvhich no college publication can flourish. I like your little
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sketches which always ad much to the attractivness of
ads and catch the reader's eye more quickly than anything
else.
The next magazine under consideration is the Randolph-
Macon Monthly. Your ads ar splendid ones. We especially
Uke the looks of your quarter page ads. In some, or rather
in most magazines, the quarter page ads ar so very insig-
nificant looking that they ar hardly notist. However
your small ads ar as notisable and inviting as the larger
ones. This surely looks like good management. It
makes the advertiser feel as if he is getting his money's
worth. We also like the introduction you hav at the
beginning of your ad department. It shows that you ar
earnestly endevoring to keep your advertisers before the
student body and other readers. So many business man-
agers think that after they once get an ad from a firm that's
al that is to be done, but they ar mistaken ; in reality it's only
a beginning, and it's up to the manager to bring the ad-
vertiser prominently before the school and keep him there.
Our next magazine is the Tattler, which comes up to the
mark and goes past it when ads ar considerd. You hav
a fine number and we surely take our hat off to your
business manager when it comes to getting whole page ads.
She must hav either a magic tongue or a magic pen or
both to hav obtaind so many whole page ads.
We were glad to welcome the Student again this month.
You hav a splendid number of ads, but the advertising
department of your magazine seems rather badly cut up.
Some of your ads ar broad while others on the same page
ar narro. I suppose much of this non-uniformity of
appearance is due to the eighth page ads in which your
magazine seems to abound. If possible I should gradually
try to cut out the tiny ads and raise them to at least fourth-
page ones.
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SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
William H. Maxwell, Superintendent of the scools of
New York City, in an address entitled "The Need of
Reform of Spelling in the Public Scools," says, "By
training and temperament I am opposd to simplified
spelling. For a good bit over fifty years my eyes hav
become accustomd to the ordinary forms of our English
words. I dislike the new forms. I abominate 'thru'
for through; and I dislike to write that anyone had not
'past' an examination. Why, then, do I advocate the use
of simplified spelling in the scools? Because I feel certain
that, when generally used, it will be found to be the cause
of very great individual and social uplift." It is for the
welfare of all, and it is only thru the help and support of
every individual that the welfare of all can be securd.
That is why The Focus is starting out early with this reform.
Someone has to start it. The Simplified Spelling Board
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cannot accomplish anything without the co-operation of
the peopl. We may not all approve of this reform in spell-
ing, we may not like unlerning the old forms and lerning
the new ones, but we, with Mr. Maxwell, realize that it
wil be the cause of a great individual and social uplift.
Especially wil simplified spelling help in teaching foren
children. Foreners declare that the English language
is one of the hardest of all languages to lern. The chief
reason for this difficulty is because we do not spel our words
as they are sounded. To quote Mr. Maxwell, "Let us
suppose that the child has lernd to spel fonetically 'puff' and
'muff.' He receives with consternation the intelligence that
'rough' and 'enough' are not spelt 'ruft and 'enuff' and when
he lerns that 'dough' is not 'duff' but bred in the making,
and that 'cough' is not 'cuff' or 'co' but the malady
that so often affects his nose and throat, he naturally loses
all faith in association and analogy." We can easily see
how much time it would take the child to lern each word by
hart—each separate and cumbersome form insted of spelling
the word as it is pronounct, "It has been claimd that
fonetic spelling would sav from one to two years of scool
time for the average child," and surely that is worth saving.
The Simplified Spelling Board and its advisory council
wer organizd to promote, by systematic and continued
effort, the gradual simplification and regulation of English
spelling. This aim is not an easy one to accomplish when it
it so hard for one organization to put the question before
the great mas of American people and receiv their sanction.
We can do our part. The Board is willing and anxious to
send material to anyone who wishes to kno more about
simplified spelling. It publishes a list of words simplified
and approved by the Board.
This simplified spelling movement, as soon as enuf
people hav recognizd its value and its importance, wil
accomplish a great deal of good. "The English language
is on the way, as many believe, to become an international
language. For this destiny it is peculiarly fitted by its
cosmopolitan vocabulary and its grammatic simplicity.
It is much easier to lern than any highly inflected language
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can be, and it has the immense advantage over any invented
language, that it is the organ of a noble literature and of a
civilization alredy widely diffused in all parts of the erth.
There is, however, a widespred and wel-grounded con-
viction that in its progress our language is hamperd by
one thing—its intricate and disorderd spelling, which
makes it a puzzle to the stranger within our gates and a
mystery to the stranger beyond the seas. English is
easy and infinitely adaptable; its spelling is difficult and
cumbersome," but we want the spelling to be easy and
infinitely adaptable as wel as the English. Help it to become
so.
The address of the Simplified Spelling Board is 1 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
This is our first attempt at the use of simplified spelling
and the words thruout this number of The Focus may not
all be consistently simplified, as it is very hard and takes
some time for the eye to become accustomed to the new
forms of the words. Therefore we hope for some leniency in
the criticisms this month. This is only an experiment.
THE SCRIBBLERS
Hav you herd about the "Scribblers?" If you havn't,
we want to tell you just what this little club stands for
and what it hopes to accomplish. Its members consist
of those who are interested in literature—so interested
that they hav written something for The Focus, our school
magazine. It is thru this material submitted to The Focus
that members of the "Scribblers" are chosen. This little
club wants new members, and urges all of the girls, old
and new, to write—to use that talent which so many hav
but which so many neglect to develop. This is the pur-
pose of the "Scribblers"—to develop literary talent and
to encourage writing among its members. Perhaps it
will turn out no great author, no great poet, no great
dramatist, but if it helps one girl to see and appreciate the
beauties in literature, and by seeing and appreciating,
lern to express her own thots in a deeper, more beautiful
way, the "Scribblers" hav not livd in vain.
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SOMETHING WORTH THINKING ABOUT
"Oh, it isn't worth my time to read this editorial. It is
in the Thanksgiving number of the magazine and I kno
it is only going to tel us we must appreciate our blessings
and be thankful for what we have.' This, no doubt, is
what a great many of us think as we turn to the editorials
in the different magazines for this month. We expect the
editorial to contain just what we alredy kno, what has bin
told us many times before, and therefore we do not read it.
Perhaps this is so, but that does not mean that the editorial
is ritten simply to fill space in the magazine. It means
that as this time of the year comes when a special day is
appointed to giv thanks, that feeling of thanksgiving needs
to be exprest and we use the editorial as a means of doing it.
It may repeat what we thot and sed last year, the year
before, and even the year before that; but, if we stop to
think, we feel that as, each year, new experiences come
somthing is added which makes the meaning of Thanks-
giving a little stronger and we realize that thots of it ar
not entirly mere repetitions. Even if they were, the
spirit of Thanksgiving is one worthy of repetition. It is
worthy of being ritten about, red about and thot about
at al times. For, after al, "familiar things" ar the im-
portant things.
We rite about Thanksgiving, we read about Thanksgiving,
but how many of us really stop to think about it! How
many of us ask ourselves these questions? What does
Thanksgiving mean to me? What does the word stand for
in my mind? Does it mean simply a day of holiday and
rest from work? A day of feasting? Or, does it hav that
deep, true meaning given it by the little Pilgrim band, when
in the fulness of their harts they united in one spirit and
pourd out their gratitude and thankfulness to their
Protector for His care and blessings? If they, in their want
and suffering, realized that what they had was due to His
mercy and kindness, much more so should we realize that
the abundance we share comes from the same source.
If our thanks and gratitude were as great in proportion to
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our blessings as the Pilgrims what a different world this
would be.
There ar many things which it is hard to remember to
be thankful for—little everyday "familiar" things that we
ar too inclined to take as a matter of course—but in them
we find, perhaps, our greatest blessing, altho we do not
realize it til they ar gone. Some of these we recognize
in helth, home, mother, frends, educational advantages,
and the great "out doors." We ar inclined to overlook the
latter, as a gift, which offers so much of peace, beauty,
helth, and happiness, especially at this season. Its trees,
with their beautiful many-colord leaves laden with fruit
and nuts, waiting to be gatherd, its hazy blue skies, and
beautiful sunsets, all call us out to the open to take and
enjoy them as a free gift.
But at this time we ar thrice thankful that we hav that
marvelus blessing which we never knew how to appreciate
before—a peaceful land. We, of this generation, ar so
accustomed to peace that we hav never been able to realize
that there could be anything else. But, since we hav
found out otherwise within the last few months, that other
nations of the world ar engagd in the most bloody war of
all history, we see that we might also be involvd in it—^we
almost marvl that our country is kept out of it. We
ar obliged to believe that another than the hand of man
is controling affairs, and that we ar kept in peace for some
cause. What that cause may be, we kno not, but may we
ever be worthy of it. May we never cease to appreciate
our peace and to be grateful to Him who sends it.
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TO KING LEAR
A Senior
CHOOL had been open a month,
|The leaves wer groing sere;
The time had come to choose our king
—
We elected Mr. Lear.
You ar now our Senior man,
We'l stand by you this year;
Where you think best to lead our feet
We'l folio you. King Lear.
The evening of November 12 was one of great delight
to the many peopl assembld in the auditorium, where they
herd the Neapolitan Orchestra and Singers. The performers
were truly artists and the entire program was such that it wil
not soon be forgotten by those present.
On November 18, 1914, a meeting of the Ruffner De-
bating Society was held, and the following officers wer
elected for the mid-winter term:
President Mary Bennett
Vice-President Temple Snelling
Recording Secretary Louise Hendricks
Corresponding Secretary Ellen Goodwin
Tresurer Lena Cohen
Critic Julia Campbell
Reporter Jessie Dugger
On the evening of November 11 the students and people
of the town were most enjoyably entertaind by Professor
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H. L. Southwick, President of Emerson College of Oratory
in Boston, who gave readings from Richard III, and several
humorus selections. Mr. Southwick's interpretation of
literature is wonderful. So completely does he put
himself in the place of his characters that they truly "liv"
for us. To those who hav never herd him we say, "You
stil hav something great in store for you."
The Pierian Literary Society selected for its course of
study this term the "Irish Renaissance and Literature."
On November 5, we welcomd the following girls as activ
members of our society: Marcella Barnes, Pauline Block-
ston, Julia Brittingham, Bessie Clark, Katherine Cover,
Mildred Edwards, Claire Emswiler, Ethel Emswiler, Ruth
Hudgins, Irene Hunter, Lottie Myers, Flossie Naire, Mary
Piper, Lucy Powell, Mattie Sinclair, Mattie Williams and
Carrie Wood.
The New York Concert Company gave the opening
number of the Star Course here November 4, 1914. They
effectively renderd a most enjoyable program, as was
anticipated on account of our having herd them last year.
One of the special features was the duet from the first act
of Faust.
The four Literary societies of the school—Cunningham,
Argus, Athenian and Pierian—askt new members on
November 5.
There hav bin several changes in the faculty and home
department since last year.
MissHineris doing special work in English in Peabody
Institute. Her place has bin filld by Miss Annie M.
Powell. Miss Powell comes to us from Sweet Briar, where
she has bin both student and teacher. She has an A. B.
degree from Sweet Briar and an M. A. degree from Colum-
bia University.
Miss Schartle, the physical director, and Miss Tillman,
supervisor of the third grade, were married during the sum-
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mer. In their places we hav Miss M. Blanche March
and Miss Eliza Emery. Miss March has a special diploma
from Teachers College, and has had three years' experience
as physical director, having bin Instructor of Physical
Training at Teachers College during the past summer ses-
sion.
Miss Emery also comes to us with a diploma from
Teachers College, Columbia University. She has taught
in the public schools in Tennessee and Georgia, and in
Perkins Normal, Akron, Ohio, and in the State Normal,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Miss M. D. Pierce is with us again this year, after a year's
leave, a considerable part of which was spent in supervisory
work in Henrico County. Miss Pierce had pland to spend
this year at Teachers College, but was prevaild upon to
take charge of the first year High School in the Training
School, which Miss Murphy's absence had left without a
supervisor.
Mr. S. P. Duke has taken Dr. Stone's position as Director
of the Training Scool. Dr. Stone has accepted a similar
position in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Mr. Duke has bin instructor
in a college in Oklahoma and has also done general edu-
cational work in Richmond and about the State, being
principal of Elementary Scools in Richmond 1910-14,
principal of Evening Scool in Richmond, 1911, 1913-1914,
and Director of Observation and Practice Teaching,
Summer Session, Richmond City Normal School, 1914.
Miss Pearle Berger is here this winter as an assistant
in the Home Department.
Miss Dodge is doing further work in training for the
foren field. A new Y. W. C. A. Secretary has not yet
bin securd.
Miss Inez Long has succeeded Mrs. Berry as trained nurse,
while Dr. Mary Evelyn Brydon has Dr. Coker's position
as resident fysician.
There hav bin several additions to the Faculty, and tvvo
new courses hav bin added to the curriculum.
The Home Economics Department has been enlargd,
and Miss Walker is being assisted in the work by Miss
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Ruby D. Reese. Miss Reese is a graduate of the Woman's
College, Milledgeville, Ga., and has also bin a student at
Teachers College, N. Y.
The second year of the High Scool work is now being
done in the Training Scool and is supervised by Miss
E. Fronde Kennedy. Miss Kennedy holds an M. A. degree
from Columbia University, and has had much experience
in educational work.
The two new courses in the school ar the Industrial
Arts Course, and the Professional Course V which leads
to teaching and supervising work in rural communities.
The department of Industrial Arts has not bin organized
into any graded sequence of courses, due to the fact that
this is the first year it has bin given in the school as distinct
from Manual Training.
The course wil attempt to giv a body of subject matter,
in connexion with constructive work, relating to the prob-
lems of mankind vital in his control of the material world.
Since civilization in its final analysis is nothing more than
the result of a complex and intricate organization of in-
dustry, the course attempts to giv an understanding of the
fundamental processes of industry upon which this civili-
zation rests. The content of the course is groupt around the
six large subjects that go toward satisfying man's needs:
foods; shelter; records; textiles; utensils; and machines, tools,
and wepons.
In arranging the course the thought has bin kept in mind
that the material involved is such that all persons should
hav nolege of, regardless of sex or race. As this can best be
done in the Elementary Scool the course is given with the
thought in mind of preparing young women to teach it in
the grades.
This course is in charge of Mr. Raymond V. Long. Mr.
Long holds a B. S. and M. A. degree from Teachers College,
and has spent two years, 1911-13, as supervisor of Indus-
trial Arts in Englewood, N. J.
Course V, leading to teaching and supervising in graded
country scools and to cuntry life demonstration work,
realizes a long cherish t dream of our President. Almost
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ever since he first came to Farmville, he has hoped and pland
for a course especially designd to prepare teachers for
work in rural Virginia. This is especially important, since
the state is so largely rural, only twenty per cent of the
population being found in cities of 10,000 or over, while
about 77 per cent lives in rural districts. Among the most
responsible and important positions into which our gradu-
ates go ar those of principal of country or village high or
graded schools, supervisor of rural scools, or teacher of
normal training classes in high scools. For all of these a
nolege of the conditions—social, economic, and educa-
tional—of rural Virginia is highly important. Professional
Course V is added in response to the increasing demand for
teachers and supervisors who ar definitely trained to do the
same high-class work in cuntry scools as has bin done for
some time in city scools. The aim of the course is to
give special preparation for teaching and supervising graded
cuntry scools.
The Junior Year is pland with special reference to
preparation for teaching in graded rui'al scools, the com-
pletion of this year's work entitling the student to the
Junior State Normal Certificate or the Professional First
Grade Certificate, according to whether the work is based
on graduation from a four year high scool or a state first
grade certificate.
The Senior Year is designed to meet the need of several
classes of students, viz., those who wish additional prepara-
tion for teaching, those who wish to specialize in domestic
science and art either as supervisors or demonstrators, those
who wish to prepare for the work of principal or supervisor
in cuntry scools, or those who wish to prepare for positions
as Normal Training teachers in cuntry high scools. For
these various supervisory positions it is highly important
that the student shal hav had some teaching experience
other than that obtained in the practice teaching of her
Senior year.
Miss Dunn, who was for a number of years supervisor of
the third and fourth grades of the Training Scool, is in
charge of the course. For the past four years the scool has
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seen very little of her, since the extension work and study
of country scools and normal training work which she has
bin doing in two adjacent counties have occupied all
her time except the Saturday period which she gave to
the Rural Scool Seminar here. Last year she spent in
Teachers College, New York, to gather there whatever
others who have bin studying country scools all over the
United States and Canada hav made available. Students
who ar interested in country life and country life education
ar invited to talk with Miss Dunn as to the needs and op-
portunities in that field of work.
Among the many things that take up our time in this
busy season we must pause long enuf to realize the wonder-
ful opportunity offered us when we ar given the chance to
compete in the world contests which the Y. W. C. A. has
organized as part of its representation at the Panama
Canal Exposition. We wish to call especial attention to
the writing contest as this is directly in line with our Focus
work. Read the conditions of this contest carefully and
notis especially the subjects advocated for our use. They
are subjects dealing with problems that ar vital to present
day living. One of the things that the Y. W. C. A. has
striven to plant deep in our harts is a feeling of kinship
and sympathy with the whole world. We ar taught to
look upon ourselves not as one of a state or a nation but
as a world citizen, feeling real sympathy and brotherhood
with all peopl. In what better way can we sho this spirit
of world sympathy than by trying to use our best abilities
to bring out new thots on these subjects and so show
our interest in the problems which concern all the nations?
By special request made to the Field Committee awards
may be interchanged.
Writing Contests
The purpose of these contests is to develop and bring
out talent, and to produce something that shal be a contri-
bution to the literature of today. They ar open to any
girl or woman who may wish to compete, and it is especially
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desired that many students will take part in this group
of contests.
a. Specifications:
1. Drama: theme, any general theme dealing with the
progress and development of woman or some fase of a
distinctive principle of Association work. It may be any-
thing from a farce to a masque or morality play.
2. Short story: any general theme dealing with the
progress and development of woman or some fase of a
distinctive principle of Association work.
Length: not to exceed 6,000 words.
3. Bible story: retelling in modern language anything
related in the Bible, such as the life of an individual or
description of some incident.
Length: 1,500 to 6,000 words.
4. Article: theme, any one of the following topics or
any worth while subject:
"What the Community (in city, scool or county) has
a Right to Expect from the Association."
"What a Girl (in city, scool or county) has a Right to
Expect from the Association."
"What the Church (in city, scool or county) has a Right
to Expect from the Association."
"What the Association (in city, scool or county) has a
Right to Expect from its Members."
"The Possibilities and Functions of the National Stu-
dent Movement."
"What a Girl (in city, scool or county) has Done for
her Community." (This must be based on fact.)
"What a Girl Should Contribute as her Share of the
Marriage Partnership."
"The History and Development in America of any one
of the Evangelical Denominations." (This article to take
up the principles which have given rise to the denomination
and its peculiar service to the religious life of the nation.)
The suggestions should be regarded as topics only, not
as the title of the article—the title should be original.
5. Vers: (1) Song; (2) Hym. These may be general,
but a song that can be used on the greatest number of
Association occasions, such as building campaigns, member"
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ship rallies, club meetings or conventions,, and a national
Association hym, are especially desired. Both songs and
hyms will be judged on their merit as such, however, re-
gardless of their relation to Association work.
Length: not to exceed eighteen lines. An additional
award will be given for music to accompany words, but
both words and music will be judged separately.
b. Requirements:
All manuscript must be typewritten on one side of the
page only, and the original copy submitted. A duplicate
copy should be kept by the author. Manuscripts must
be sent in anonymously, accompanied by blank seald en-
velope containing one piece of paper on which are legibly
written the title of the manuscript and the writer's name
and address.
Manuscripts must be wrapt flat and mailed directly by
the local Association to the office of the Field Committee.
The local Association will do no judging in the writing
contests,
c. Judging of manuscripts:
1. At Field Committee office.
The first sifting of manuscripts will be done in the Field
Committee office and the judges should be carefully chosen.
It is recommended that they be selected from (a) Members
of staff of local magazines or newspapers; (b) Professors of
English literature in State universities or local colleges;
(c) Writers of ability who live in the Field concerned;
(d)A lay person—an average, intelligent, thinking reader
who would not judge from a professional standpoint; (e) A
secretary or committee member who has special qualifi-
cations for judging such a contest.
There should be five judges, to insure unprejudiced
judgment. Not more than thirty manuscripts in all
should be sent from any one Field to National Hedquarters.
These may, or may not, be made up of an equal number
from each sub-division. Manuscripts should be wrapped
flat and sent to the National Board in New York. This
is the only class in which entries are sent by the Field
Committees to New York, all others going to SanFrancisco.
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BALLAD CLUB
A Widely Known Popular Song
There are stil in circulation in the mountainus parts
of Virginia and the neighboring states, many popular songs,
which, tho of more or less recent origin, ar real folk songs.
They wer not seen originally in print, but they often re-
count stories which have had general circulation thru the
newspapers. The incidents hav bin turnd into song by
local singers and past from one locality to another by word
of mouth. They are a kind of indigenous ballads which
result from the persistence of the ballad singing habit in
the outlying districts. Such songs are "Little Omma Wise,"
"The Rambling Boy," and "The Jelus Lover," of which
versions have been printed in The Journal of American
Folk Lore from time to time.
Of the last named song, "The Jealous Lover," the writer
has secured, thru the Ballad Club at the State Normal
School at Farmville, Virginia, some thirteen different
variants and fragments of variants. They came from
localities widely separated and under several different
titles. Six ar entitld "The Jelus Lover," two "Blue
Eyed Ella," others "Nellie Cropsy," "Dear Edward,"
"The Death of Sweet Florilla." All of the above give
substantially the same story, told from the point of view
of a disinterested narrator sometimes, and apparently in
some instances from that of another lover. They recount
how the unfortunate girl was enticed into the woods by her
jealous lover and there kild. One or two stanzas may be
found in all of them in practically the same words.
Two versions of the same story give the incidents in the
words of the condemned man, the song being apparently
a death-eel or scaffold confession, tho the point of view
is not kept consistently. This dramatic twist was, no doubt,
given to the original ballad for the sake of greater effective-
ness with the crowd. One of these is known as "Waxford
Town."
While most of the variants come from different parts of
Virginia, including the counties of Patrick, Wythe, Henry,
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Amherst, Tazewell, Isle of Wight, and Albemarle, two,
including "Waxford Town," ar from East Tennessee,
the vicinity of Knoxville. Two variants from Knott
County, Kentucky, were published in the Journal of Ameri-
can Folk-Lore, Vol. XX, No. LXXIX. It is interesting
to surmise how the song became disseminated over this
wide territory. The writer remembers hearing a blind
man singing such songs to the accompaniment of a guitar,
on the streets of Knoxville, Tenn., some twenty years ago.
On Saturday morning, when many cuntry people came to
town, the blind minstrel would be surrounded by a crowd
of cuntry people. The city people, for the most part,
hurried by, but the cuntry people listened attentively
to the doleful ballads about such notorious characters as
Jesse James and Charles Guiteau, and contributed their
nickels solemnly when the hat was passt around. No
dout, such professional ballad singers as this one had much
to do with scattering variants of the "Jelus Lover"
thru the mountain districts.
THE JELUS LOVER
A
(This version was secured by Miss Ruth Gleaves from the singing
of an old negro servant in Wythe County, Virginia.)
1. Down in a lonesome valley
Where the violets bloom and fade,
There's where blue-eyed Nellie
Lies moldering in her grave.
2. She died not broken-harted.
Nor sickness caused her deth.
'Twas by a jelus lover.
With a dagger pierced her brest,
3. One night the moon was shining,
The stars wer shining too.
When to her little cottage
Her jelus lover drew.
4. Come, Nellie, let's go walking
Down in the woodland away,
Together we wil wander.
To appoint our wedding day." . .
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5. The way grew dark and dreary.
'I'm afraid to stay," she said,
I'm tired now of wandering
And wil retrace my way!"
6. Retrace your way, no never,
No more in this world you'l roam,
But say goodbye to parents
To loved ones, frends and home."
7. "Goodbye, dear loving parents,
You may never see me any more;
You may never see my coming
To my little cottage door."
8. And on her nees before him
She begged him for her life,
But deep into her bosom
He plunged that fatal nife.
9. Now all young girls take warning
Before it is too late;
Beware of a jelus lover.
And escape poor Nellie's fate.
B
(This version was reported from Amherst County by
Miss Ruby M. Gatewood.)
1. It was down by the weeping willow
Where the violets bloom and fade.
It was there my sweet Florilla
Lies molded in the grave.
2. She died not broken-harted
Nor by disease she fled,
But in a moment parted
From those she lovd so wel.
3. One night the moon shone brightly,
And the stars were shining too.
When to her cottage lightly
Her jelus lover drew.
4. He said, "Come, let us wander
Down by the fields away,
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And wandering let us ponder
Upon our wedding day."
5. So out into the forest
He led his love so fair,
He said it's for you only
That I am wandering here.
6. The way grew dark and dreary;
"I am afraid to roam;
Of wandering I am weary;
I pray thee take me home.^*
7. "Retrace your steps, no, never,
No more this world to roam,
But bid farewell forever
To parents, frends and home."
8. Down on her nees before him
She gently pleads for life.
But deep into her bosom
He plunged that awful nife.
9. "Dear William, I'l forgiv you,"
Was her last and dying breth;
"I never have deceived you,"
And she closed her eyes in deth.
10. He sighed not as he prest her
To his young but cruel heart;
He sighed not as he kist her,
Though he new that they must part.
11. The wind blew loud above her
And fierce the bugles sound,
And strangers came and found her
Cold, lifeless on the ground.
(Of this version Miss Emma May Edwards, who reported it, says,
"I herd a very old woman sing this song when I was very small.
This old woman lived in Charlottesville, Va.")
1. Down in the low green valley
Where the violets fade and bloom,
There lies my sweet Florella,
AU silent in the tomb.
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2. She died not broken-harted,
Nor from disease she fel,
But in one moment parted
From all she lovd so wel.
3. One nite as the moon shone britely,
And the stars were shining too,
Up to her cottage window
A jelus lover drew.
4. "Come, love!" said he, "let's wander
Down in the flowery way,
And as we walk we'l ponder
Upon the wedding day."
5. "Of wandering I've grown weary,
I would retrace my way.
The night's grown dark and dreary
And I'm afraid to stay."
6. "Retrace your steps, no, never!
While on this earth you roam.
You must bid farewel to parents^
To parents, frends and home."
7. Down on her nees before him-
She pleaded for her life.
Deep, deep into her bosom
He plunged the fatal nife.
8. "Ah! Willie, I'l forgiv you,"
She gaspd in dying breth,
"For I never have deceived you;"
And sank to silent rest.
9. Green banners floated o'er her,
Filled with her burial sound.
Her frends, they came and found her
All lifeless on the ground.
D
(This version differs from the preceding only in verbal details.)
Look down this lonely valley.
Where flowers bloom and fade;
There lies the sweet fair Ellen
From wandering in the shade (or glade).
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She died not broken-harted,
Nor by disease she fel,
But in a moment parted
From those she lovd so wel.
One night when the moon was shining
And the stars wer shining too,
Then softly to her cottage
Her jelus lover drew.
"Come, love, let's take a wander
In the woodland shade so gay;
While wandering we wil ponder
Upon our wedding day."
Deep, deep into the forest
He led his love so dear,
While saying, "It's for you only
That I am wandering here."
"The way grows dark and dreary,
I am afraid to stay.
From wandering I've grown weary,
And wil retrace my way."
"Retrace your way, no never.
These woods no more you'l roam.
Now bid farewel forever
To parents, frends and home."
Down on her nees before him,
She pleaded for her life.
But deep into her bosom.
He plunged the fatal nife.
"Dear Willie, I'l forgive you
With my last dying breth;
I never have deceived you."
Then closed her eyes in deth.
The banner waves above her.
And lo the bugle sounds,
'Til a passing stranger found her.
Cold, lifeless on the ground.
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(A fragment giving a variation on stanza 9 of A.)
Come all you pretty, young, fair maids,
Don't roam the woods that way;
Don't put your trust in young men
For you they wil betray.
They'l kiss you and they'l court you
Until they have you won,
And then they wil deceive you
And flirt with another one.
F
(Another fragmentary version.)
1. Way down in a lonely valley.
She died not broken-harted
Nor wasted by disease;
But in a single moment
By a jelus lover fel.
While wandering we wil ponder
Upon our wedding day.
The way grows dark and dreary;
I would retrace my way.
5. "Retrace your way no never;
This path no more you'll roam.
So bid farewel forever
To parents, frends and home."
6. "Farewel, dear, loving parents.
This path no more I'l roam,
You'l often wait my coming
By the little cottage door."
7. On her nees before him
She pleaded for her life;
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But deep into her bosom
He plunged the fatal nife.
8. "Dear Willie, I'l forgive you
With my last dying breth.
I never did deceive you,"
And closed her eyes in deth.
9. The banner waved above her
• •••••
Til passing strangers found her
NELL CROPSY
(This version was reported by Miss Viola Cofield, of
Isle of Wight County.)
1. Look down in a low, green valley
Where violets bloom and fade,
It is there that sweet Nell Cropsy
Lies molding in her grave.
2. She died not broken-harted
Or by disease she fel-
It was only one moment's parting
From the one she lovd so wel.
3. One night the moon shone brightly.
The stars were shining too,
And softly to her cottage
A jelus lover drew.
4. He said, "Come, Nell, let's wander
Out in the world so gay."
"While wandering I was weary,
I wil retrace my way."
5. "Retrace your way, no never.
While on this erth you roam.
But bid farewel forever
To parents, frends and home."
6. "Farewel, kind, loving parents,
You may never see me any more,
But long may be my coming
To the little cottage door."
7. Down on her nees before him
She pleaded for her life.
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But deep into her bosom
He plunged a fatal nife.
8. "Oh, Jimmie, I'l forgive you,"
Was her last and dying breth.
"You know I never deceived you;"
She closed her eyes in deth.
9. Her banner floats above her
With a thril of bugle sound,
A stranger came and found her.
Cold, lifeless on the ground.
THE DEATH OF SWEET FLORILLA
(This version was reported by Miss Katherine Pannil
from Henry County.)
1. Down in a low, green valley
Where violets bloom and fade.
There's where my sweet Florilla
Lies molding in her grave.
2. She died not broken-harted,
Nor in disease she fell,
But in a moment parted
From those she lovd so wel,
3. One night the moon shone britely,
The stars wer shining too.
When to her cottage litely
Her jelus lover drew.
4. He said, "Come, let us wander
Into the woods so gay,
And wandering we wil ponder
About our wedding day."
5. "The day grows dark and dreary.
And I'm afraid to stray.
And wandering I am weary
And would retrace my way."
6. "Retrace your way, no, never
While on this erth you roam.
But bid farewel forever
To parents, frends and home."
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7. Down on her nees before him
She pleaded for her life,
But deep, deep in her bosom
He sank the dagger nife.
8. Willows wave above her,
And shouts the bugl sound.
Strangers came and found her,
Cold, lifeless, on the ground.
BLUE-EYED ELLA
(Two variants under this title were reported from Patrick County,
Va.—^A, by Miss Ruth Soyars; B., by Miss Katherine Pannil. They
differ slightly in verbal details ; and both introduce the feature of having
the murderer beg for forgiveness.)
Down in yon lonely valley
Wild violets, they do bloom.
There laid my blue-eyed Ella
So silent in the tomb.
She died not broken-harted
Nor sickness caused her deth.
It was a jelus lover,
A dagger pierced her brest.
One nite when the moon was shining
The stars wer shining too.
Up to her lonely cottage
Her jelus lover drew.
"Come, Ella, let's go rambl
Into some medow gay
And there we'l sit and murmur
Upon our wedding day."
"Now down to this I'v got you,
You have no wings to fly,
No mortal hand can save you,
Now, Ella, you must die."
She's down on her nees before him
A-pleading for her life.
Into her lily-white bosom
He plunged the fatal nife.
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"Oh, Ella! you must forgiv me,
Your parents forgiv me too,
ri flee to some far-off cuntry
And never more see you."
"Yes, Edward, I'l forgiv you,"
Was her last and dying breth.
Her lips wer closed forever;
Her eyes wer closed in deth.
Her body was found next morning
And placed within the grave
Down in that lonely valley
Where the willows they do wave.
Edward was convicted
And on the gallows hung
For the murder of blue-eyed Ella
And the crimes that he had done.
B
(Reported from Patrick County by Miss Katherine Pannil.)
1. Down in some lonely valley
Where the weeping willows wave,
There lies my blue-eyed Ella,
So silent in her grave.
2. She died not broken-harted,
No sickness caused her deth.
It was a cruel lover
With a dagger pierct her brest.
Down on her nees before him,
A-pleading for her life.
Into her lily-white bosom
He prest the dedly nife.
6. "Now, Ella, wil you forgiv me?
Ask your parents to forgiv me too.
ri go to some foren cuntry.
Never to return any more."
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7. "Yes, Edwin, I forgive you,"
This with her dying breth;
"I never wil deceive you
Til I close my eyes in deth."
8. Down in some lonely valley,
Where lilies wave and bloom,
There lies my blue-yed Ella,
So silent in her tomb.
DEAR EDWARD
(Mr. Inslee Dedrick sent in this version from Knox County, Tenn.
It differs considerably from the previous versions.)
1. One eve when the moon shone brightly
And softly fel the dew
Up to a cottage litley
A jelus lover drew.
Said he to fair young Ellen,
Won't you come and roam with me?
We'l watch, wait and wander
Until our wedding day.
2. Said she to fair young Edward,
"I care not for a roam,
Oh, Edward, I am weary,
Please, won't you take me home?"
In silence then he kist her
And prest her to his hart;
Oh, Ellen, oh, Ellen, my darling,
'Tis seldom we must part.
3. "Down in these woods now I have you.
You cannot from me fly.
There's no one on erth now can save you,
So surely you must die."
Then down she nelt beside him
And beggd him to spare her life.
But in her fair young bosom
He plunged a dagar knife.
4. "Oh, Edward, I forgive you
Though this be my last breth.
I never did deceive you;
I'll close my eyes in deth."
Down in the shady valley
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Where violets gaily bloom,
> There sleeps a fair young maiden
So silent in the tomb.
5. She died not broken harted;
No sickness did befall,
But in a moment parted
Her life, her love, her all-
We kno not how she sufferd,
We kno not how she moand,
But we kno these words were spoken:
"Please, Edward, take me home."
WAXFORD TOWN
(Under this title are placed the two versions composed from the pomt
of view of the murderer. A was secured in Knox county, Tennessee,
by Mrs. Inslee Deaderick from a family named White. B was brought
in by Miss Conway Howard, who got it from her cousin, Miss Ida
Rasnick, of Tazewell, Virginia.)
A
1. Oh! it was there in Waxford town
I used to live and dwel;
Oh! it was there in Waxford town
I ownd a flour mil.
2. Oh! there I spied a charming girl
With dark and rolling eyes.
She askt me if I'd walk with her,
And point a wedding day.
3. We walkt, we talkt, we rode along
Til we came to the level ground.
I pickt up a Stic that grew by the way
And nockt that fair maid down.
4. She fel upon her bending nees.
For mercy she did cry,
"Oh! Willie, dear, don't kil me here,
For I'm not prepard to die."
5. He took her by the yellow locks;
He dragged her over the ground;
He pitcht her in the waters
That ran thru Waxford town.
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6. As he got home that evening
Just as the clock struck five,
His mother being wearied,
She walkt all in afright.
7. Oh! son, oh! son, what have you done,
That blooded your hands and clothes.
The answer that he gave her
Was "bleeding at the nose."
8. He called for a candle
To lite him off to bed;
And also a handkerchief
To bind his aching hed.
9. He rold and he tumbld,
No comfort could he find.
For hel was all around him
A liting up his mind.
10. Come all ye young people,
Take warning now by me.
And do not do by your true love
Like I have done by mine.
11. For if you do the day you'l rue.
For mercy you wil cry.
Upon the tree you wil hang
And murderer you wil die.
B
1. It's been six months since Christmas last,
That awful, dredful day,
The devil he persuaded me
To take her life away.
2. I met her at her sister's house
At eight o'clock one night,
I askt her to go with me
To point the wedding out.
3. I conducted her to go with me
To some lonesome place,
I drove a stake from over the fence.
And spowed her in the face.
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4. She fe! upon her sinful nees,
Oh! mercy," she did cry,
"For heven's sake don't murder me,
For I am not fit to die."
5. To wash away her own dear sins
I caught her by the hair,
I drug her to the river side,
And left her body there.
6. I came back to my miller's house;
My miller was awake.
Such eyes he placed upon me,
And also on the gaze.
7. "How came the blood on your trembling hands?
How came it on your clothes?
I'm afraid you're going to die
Of bleeding at the nose."
8. I lit my lamp; I went to bed;
I found I could not rest
For the guilty blaze of hel
Passing through my brest.
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If I wud wind up Mary Orgain wud Virginia Turner?
If things had taken a different turn Thursday night,
wud it have made Alice Armstrong, Nancy Ritch, and
wud Josie Guy?
Little Training Scool Girl (at the beginning of the second
term of school)—Oh, Auntie, all of my teachers have re-
signd.
Son—Father, may I use damn?
Father—Why no, son, that is an ugly word.
Son—Mother, may I say damn?
Mother—Why no, son, you certainly must not.
Son—Well, father said it. I heard him singing "All
the world damned sad and dreary."
Teacher (doing her best to teach little Walter to ad and
subtract)—Now, Walter, if you hav one stic of candy
your sister has two, and you take one stic from her, what
wil that make?
Walter (thinking for a minute, answers slowly)—'Twood
make Sissy cry.
A Senior, in the training scool in a hurry to meet her
next class, askt another senior to put up her class assign-
ment from "Hoosier Scool Boy." This is what the
second Senior wrote: Read the third chapter of "Who's
Your Scool Boy."
A DVE RT ISEME NTS
The Conservatory of Music
Begs to announce that the
Spring Term
opens
January the 28th
Beginners are especially desired and will
he given careful training by a Specialist.
JUST A MERE LIKENESS IS NOT SUF-
FICIENT IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAITURE
There must be CHARACTER shown, or
in other words—Art, Originality and Life.
Just that is my ''calling"
—
Original Ideas in Artistic
Portrait Photography
You are always welcome in my studio to inspect
the work, and will not ^be asked to buy.
MATHEWSON
Successor to
H. H. HUNT
Farmville, Virginia
A D VERTISEMENTS
School and Auditorium
Furniture and Supplies
Portable and Opera Chairs
School Desks, Blackboards
Old Dominion Patent Heating
and Ventilating Systems
Bookcases, Ladies' Desks and Chairs
Maps, Globes, Charts
Water Coolers, Window Shades, Etc., Etc.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
BUSY?
Of course we are busy. The
new autumn and winter
"Queen Quality" styles have
just come in. They're attract-
ing the women of Farmville
and vicinity to our store in
shoals. Better drop in early
today, if possible, to get your
new fall styles while our as-
sortment of these smart de-
signs is at its best. .*. .•.
RICHARDSON
& CRALLE
A D VERTISE MENTS
Are You Hungry, Girls?
If so, it is your own fault, because D. W. Gilliam's store
is just across the street, supplied with
All Kinds of Good Things
D. W. GILLIAM
VIRGINIA CAFE^
BEST
Place in Town for Ladies
Kind of Drinks at Our Fountain
Things to Eat They is
Attention to Normal School Girls
W. T. DOYNE
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
AND FURNITURE DEALER
Full line of FURNITURE, PICTURES
GRAPHOPHONE RECORDS, &c.
TRY ME BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE
nnmiA orders from boards of edu-
n 1 1 1 1 K \ ^A'^^ON, Superintendents, and PrincipalsU U Ul 1%^ solicited. Our facilities for promptly and com-
pletely filling orders for books of all kinds is unexcelled. Our
location in the publishing center of the country enables us to
render better service than any other wholesale dealer. Send for
a "SCHOOL BOOK CATALOGUE" AND "LIBRARY
CATALOGUE."
Quotations and Bids on Contracts Furnished Promptly
THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO. ZT^'.%^'slT^'^^^yl''r^
A DVERTISEMENTS
TUC UIPTOniA ^"'^g^ to y^^^ home all of
iniB alUliiBULfi the world's best in vocal and
instrumental music, by the world's greatest artists. Noth-
ing can give you so much real pleasure for so small an ex-
pense. Very interesting and instructive. Catalogs free.
Please write for same. Victrolas,$10 to $200. Special terms.
J. B. OGDEN
210 Eighth Street -:- LYNCHBURG, VA.
L. C. MARTIN
Commercial Printer
Perforating Staple Binding
High-Grade Work Lowest Prices
PROMPT SERVICE
Phone i6o -:- -:- -:- Farmville, Va.
GO TO
Garland & Mcintosh
For Toilet Articles
Kodaks, Films and Supplies
Monogram Literary Paper
The Best $i Fountain Pen Made
Visiting Cards Engraved
You will find WHAT YOU WANT HERE
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R.W.GARNETT&CO.
CLOTHING
MILLINERY
Dry Goods, Notions and Shoes
FARMVILLE, - VIRGINIA
Carry your shoes to the
—
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Where they use the BEST Leather and work-
manship. —
We can fix them while you wait
The Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital - - - $50,000.00
We respectfully solicit accounts from the
Faculty and Students of the State Normal
School ^ Ji Jk ^ jk jk
G. M. ROBESON, President J. L. BUGG, Cashier
E. T. BONDUKANT, Vice-Presidant J. W. HUBBARD, Asst. Cashier
ADVERTISEMENTS
THE
Planters Bank of Farmville
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital and Surplus, $100,000
City and County Depository
Nearly a half century of experience enables this Bank to offer a ser-
vice and security that is unexcelled
WALTER SCOTT, Cashier
BARROW COAL CO.
Dealers in Raven Red Ash, Splint
Pocahontas and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite All Sizes.
FARMVILLE - - - VIRGINIA
Dyeing, Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Special
Laundry
MRS. LULA B. COLES
502 Main Street .*. Farmville, Virginia
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL
ADVERTISEMENTS
Patronize Your Advertisers
BUYOFUS
OLIVES
PICKLES
CANNED GOODS
CAKES AND CRACKERS
FRUITS
Hot Peanuts all the time
All kinds of Shelled Nuts
Chas. Bugg & Son
THE PURE FOOD STORE
Baldwin's Department Store
WE have the largest store and the biggeststocks. Everything that is UP-TO-
DATE in Notions, Dry Goods, Shoes,
Millinery, and Ready-to-Wear Goods. Our
prices are lower, and Quality Best. Warner's
Rust-Proof Corsets, Buster Brown Hosiery,
Newest and Best in Ladies' Suits, Skirts and
Rain Coats. We make a specialty of Ready-
to-Wear Goods.
R. A. BALDWIN & SONS, Inc.
QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE STORE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Refunded
We invite you to inspect our stocks.
ADVERTISE ME NTS
JEWELRY FOR THE NORMAL GIRL
AT MARTIN'S
A nice selection always on hand, suitable for
all your wants. Special attention given orders
for Class and Society Pins, Medals, Rings, etc.
ESTIMATES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
William D. Martin
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
317 Main Street Farmville, Va.
When Robin Hood Wanted a Pen
For one of his rich prisoners to sign a cheque, he
singled out a wild goose from a flock going overhead,
and with a skillfully shot arrow laid the bird at his
feet. But you can't do this, and the safest plan is to
i nvest in one of our FOUNTAIN PENS and be ready
for all emergencies. We are agents for "WATER-
MAN'S Ideal" and "Remex"—prices from$l to $10.
Anybody will tell you that our line of Stationery,
Toilet Articles, Bristle Goods, Perfumes, Talcums,
Manicure Sets is far and away ahead of any of our
competitors. :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
WE WANT YOUR TRADE
White Drug Company
THE LEADERS FOR FIFTY YEARS
ADVERTISEMENTS
Where All the Normal Qirls Qo
THEY NEVER PASS US BY
Give us your order for your BRIDAL BOUQUET.
We can furnish you with all kinds of Flowers and
Ferns at reasonable prices. Don't miss us.
^^
Farmville Pharmacy, Inc.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
^ A full line of Perfumes, Toilet Articles and everything
necessary for the requirements of the most fastidious in this
line. % Hot and Cold Drinks served at our fountain.
^ Registered Druggist always in charge of Prescription
Department.
W. J. Hillsman & Co.
Dry Goods, Notions and Dealers in Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Garments
Ladies' Fine Shoes a Specialty
r "REGAL," "The Shoe that Proves"
Agencies^ "THE AMERICAN LADY," and
(UNION SHOE COMPANY
The teachers and scholars of the school are invited to
inspect our lines.
W. J. Hillsman & Co.
ADVERTISEMENTS
C. E. CHAPPELL COMPANY
DEALERS IN
Confectioneries
Fruits
Blank Books
Stationery
AGENCY FOR
HUYLER'S CANDY
AND SHEPHERD'S CREAM
BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!
pOOKS of all kinds. For the Class Room, the Home
Circle, the Farm, the Pupil, the Teacher. Books
on Methods of Education a Specialty :: :: ::
The MacMillan Company
PUBLISHERS - NEW YORK
Representative, W^. S. GOOCH, University, Virginia
A. H. PETTING
MANUFACTURER OF
GREEK LETTER
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
213 N. Liberty St. Baltimore, Md.
Factory 212 Little Sharp Street
A D VERTISEMENTS
State Female Normal School
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Splendidly Equipped for the Training
of Teachers
A Training School consisting of a Kindergarten and
Eight Grades.
Every Graduate is an Experienced Teacher when she
receives her Diploma.
*
Courses
:
FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC COURSE
TWO-YEAR PROFESSIONAL COURSE
(Based on High School Graduation)
TWO-YEAR KINDERGARTEN COURSE
ELEMENTARY COURSE
*
The leading Universities, Colleges, and Normal Schools
of the country are represented in the Faculty, and each
Instructor has had special training for the work of his
Department.
For information concerning State Scholarships, and
details of the work offered, address
J. L. JARMAN, President
Farmville, Va.
A D VERTISEMENTS
Normal School Supplies
Make \VADE'S Your Headquarters
DEALER IN
CONFECTIONERIES, FRUITS, STATIONERY
CANNED GOODS, OLIVES, PICKLES ....
HOT AND COLD
FOUNTAIN DRINKS
Waiting to serve you
A. V. WADE
Paulett Crockery Co
The ''Sta-Kleen" Store
V/e ship all bills over $3.00 to any place
in the State
A Specialty of Bridal Presents
Fresh Candies, Cakes and Fruits
SCHOOL STATIONERY A SPECIALTY
You will always find at
C- S. BLUE'S 600 HIGH STREET
PHONE 187 -:- FARMVILLE, VA.
A DVERTISEMENTS
IF SEEKING ADVICE
—ON-
The Latest and Most Up-to-Date
LINERY IDEAS
—CALL ON—
Miss Clara Wesler
io6 1-2 Third Street
A FULL LINE OF THE MOST STYLISH
HATS ALWAYS ON EXHIBITION
Kodaks and Kodak Supplies
special Attention to Kodak Finishing
^A^E DEVELOP YOUR FILMS FREE
MAIL US VOUR ORDERS
William Freeman, Bookseller and Stationer
304-306 Main Street NORFOLK, VA.
MRS. L. L. KEISTER
DEALER IN
Dry Goods, Notions, Fancy Goods
AND LADIES' GOODS GENERALLY
Farmville Virginia
ADVERTISEMENTS
